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Fict ion
2021 Fall 

- Apple Pie Picnic
- Buckin' Billy
- I'm NOT Weird! (I'm NOT Odd!)
- I Want to Be Big!
- Snacktime for a Purple Snake
- I Wish Santa Would Come 

by Helicopter
- The Princess and the Peas          

and Carrots
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This is the tree that grows near the house where Ruby lives. 

This is the sun that shines every day on the tree near the house.

This cumulative tale about a tree is made intimate and personal     
through the story of a little girl. 

Through Ruby?s eyes, young readers follow the growth cycle of              
the apple tree, from the blooming of apple blossoms, to the early   
fruiting of the tree, to the harvesting of the apples. 

The story ends with a family picnic under the tree, featuring                    
a delicious apple pie!

Author: Harriet Ziefert 

Illustrator: Brian Fitzgerald 

Category: Fiction
Ages: 4-8 years
#  of Pages: 36
Trim Size: 11 x 8.5
Rights Sold: Digital

Apple Pie Picnic
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Buckin' Billy

Category: Fiction
Ages: 4-8 years
# of Pages: 36
Trim Size: 8.5 x 11 inches
Rights Sold: Digital

Cowboy Ed can?t get his colt, Billy, to wear a saddle. Follow along as 
he tries everything?  from being stern, to bringing along a lamb and 
dog, to offering apples.

Kids will laugh and respond to this Western-themed tale with a moral: 
patience and kindness eventually pay off.

A spread of fun facts, including horse anatomy and tack vocabulary, 
add a non-fiction component to this rip-roarin? story.

That darn colt, he won?t stay still. Without a saddle, I can?t ride Bill.

Horse stood still? he didn?t skedaddle! Cowboy cinched the saddle.

Author: Harriet Ziefert 

Illustrator: Brian Fitzgerald
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I'm NOT Weird!
(I'm Not Odd!)

Patch is a one-of-a-kind dog. His fur is a patchwork of colors;       
others make fun of him for it. Kids will identify with Patch as he 
navigates his way through the experience of being different. 

With a little help from his mother, Patch figures out how to make      
friends with bullies by sharing. But there?s another message at            
the end of this book? it feels better to be yourself than to give up      
what makes you unique.

Young readers will delight in this tale about a rainbow-colored          
dog who responds to animosity with kindness and learns to       
celebrate what makes him unique.

Author: Margo Linn 
Illustrator: Brian Fitzgerald

Category: Fiction
Ages: 4-8 years
# of Pages: 40
Trim Size: 8 x 10 inches
Rights Sold: Digital
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I Want to Be Big!

Charlie is a little bird who is tired of being small. He sets out on           
a journey in search of becoming big. One by one, he asks large 
animals how he can be big, and one by one, they don?t have good 
answers. Finally, Charlie meets a wise dog, who gives him the best 
advice: change your point of view! 

Join Charlie as he soars to new heights and discovers that feeling      
big is not just about size. 

Author: Margo Linn 

Illustrator: Brian Fitzgerald

Category: Fiction

Ages: 4-8 years

# of Pages: 40

Trim Size: 8 x 10 inches

Rights Sold: Digital
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Snacktime for a Purple Snake

Author: Harriet Ziefert 
Illustrator: Todd McKie 

Category: Fiction
Ages: 4-8 years
#  of Pages: 40
Trim Size: 9.5 x 12 inches
Rights Sold: Digital

When Jessica visits her grandpa? who is an artist? they paint      
a picture together, and he teaches her a little bit about color      
and composition along the way. Jessica starts by painting a 
purple snake, Grandpa adds a green bug for the snake             
to eat, and they continue back and forth until the masterpiece    
is complete!

A girl and her creative grandfather bond as they collaborate      
on a painting. This fun, intergenerational tale reveals the joy    
and discovery painting brings to artists young and old. 
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I Wish Santa Would 
Come by Helicopter

Author: Harriet Ziefert 
Illustrator: Amanda Haley 

Category: Fiction
Ages: 3-7 years
#  of Pages: 32
Trim Size: 8 x 8
Rights Sold: Digital

Christmas is coming, and Maxie has wishes. ?Mommy, I wish Santa      
would come by helicopter.? So begins a loving, charmingly illustrated 
?what-if? tale, in which a boy?s fantasies run wild and his mother     
sweetly brings him back to reality again. When Maxie hopes that       
Santa will help them trim their tree, Mommy wonders: ?Then, Maxie,    
who would trim Santa?s tree?? When he longs to have Santa join them   
for dinner, Mommy points out that a jolly, roly-poly man and his eight 
reindeer would eat quite a lot. But, of course, holiday dreams do come 
true, and maybe, on Christmas morn, Santa will be there.

Young readers will love the delightful give-and-take between a boy      
and his mother in this innovative take on Christmas anticipation.     
Maxie?s imaginative musings about Santa are met with loving reality 
checks by his patient mother.
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The Princess and 
the Peas and Carrots

Author: Harriet Ziefert 
Illustrator: Travis Foster 

Category: Fiction
Ages: 4-8 years
#  of Pages: 40
Trim Size: 8.5 x 11
Special Features: 2 Fold-Outs
Rights Sold: Digital

Most of the time she is good Princess Rosebud. But when there?s   
a hole in her sock, or her sweater is itchy, or? ick!? the peas on 
her plate are smushed up right next to the carrots, this 
strong-willed little miss becomes the picky and prickly Princess 
Fussy. Sound familiar?

This clever rendition of The Princess and the Pea offers a funny, 
insightful reflection of how important having certain 
things be ?just so? can be to certain kids. Everyone 
will cheer the surprising twist that reveals why 
Rosebud cannot get comfy at bedtime. Is it simply                      
the return of Princess Fussy? Or might there be a                    
more royal reason for her finicky convictions?
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Narrat ive Non-  Fict ion
2021 Fall 

- Every Down Has an Up
- Every Stop Has a Go
- Every Here Has a There
- The Hens That Live On Jack's Farm
- The Sheep That Jack Sheared
- The Bee Box That Jack Built
- Kids Have Bikes...                       

Feet Have Hikes
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Every Down Has an Up

Every arrive has a depart.

Every near has a far.

Follow along with a little girl, her dad, and their pet Dachshund as 
they take an airplane ride to meet her mom. Their day starts at one 
airport and ends at another.

Young readers will learn pairs of antonyms along the way in this    
fresh take on the opposites concept book. In addition, the little girl?s 
comments throughout introduce kids to each aspect of a plane trip. 

Author: Margo Linn 
Illustrator: Brian Fitzgerald

Category: Narrative Non-Fiction
Ages: 4-8 years
#  of Pages: 36
Trim Size: 8.5 x 11 inches
Rights Sold: Digital, 

Korea, China
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Every Stop Has a Go

Every in has an out. 

Every dark has a light.

Follow along with a little boy and his parents as they take a train ride    
from their town into the city. The boy is both happy and sad as he is 
dropped off at school and his parents go on to their jobs.

Young readers will learn pairs of antonyms along the way in this fresh    
take on the opposites concept book. In addition, they?ll be introduced     
to accessible train vocabulary by the engineer, who explains how she 
makes sure the train arrives safely and on time.

From boarding, to passing the country landscape, to arriving at the 
station, kids will develop critical reading skills and vocabulary as they 
explore the ever-popular world of train travel.

Author: Margo Linn 
Illustrator: Brian Fitzgerald

Category: Narrative Non-Fiction
Ages: 4-8 years
#  of Pages: 36
Trim Size: 11 x 8.5 inches
Rights Sold: Digital, 

Korea, China
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Every Here Has a There

Every load has an unload. Every on has an off.

Follow along as boxes of books are moved from the factory where   
they were produced in China to a container ship, and ultimately into   
the hands of a child in a bookstore in the USA.

Young readers will learn pairs of antonyms along the way in this fresh 
take on the opposites concept book. In addition, they?ll be introduced   
to accessible nonfiction content about international shipping.

From cargo loading, to an ocean voyage, to passage through the 
Panama Canal, and finally unloading at the destination port, the 
fascinating world of shipping will delight kids as they develop critical 
reading skills and vocabulary.

Author: Margo Linn 
Illustrator: Brian Fitzgerald

Category: Narrative Non-Fiction
Ages: 4-8 years
#  of Pages: 36
Trim Size: 11 x 8.5 inches
Rights Sold: Digital, 

Korea, China
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The Hens That Live On 
Jack's Farm

Using the cumulative format of This Is the House That Jack Built, this 
story follows a family as it raises chickens and uses the eggs that they 
lay. Each family member does his or her part: the dad cares for the 
chickens, the mom hard-boils the eggs, the children spread eggshells 
into the garden as fertilizer, and the grandma uses egg whites to make 
meringue cookies. At the end of the book, the whole family enjoys an 
Easter egg hunt and thanks the hens!

Young readers can see the many benefits a family reaps from their 
chicken coop in this charming, narrative nonfiction book.

Author: Margo Linn 
Illustrator: Brian Fitzgerald

Category: Narrative Non-Fiction
Ages: 4-8 years
#  of Pages: 28
Trim Size: 7 x 10.5 inches
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The Sheep That Jack 
Sheared

Using the cumulative format of This Is the House That Jack Built, this 
story follows a family as it raises sheep and uses the wool they produce. 
Kids will delight in watching the entire process of making a red woolen 
hat? from shearing a sheep, to spinning the wool, dying the yarn, and 
then knitting the hat.

Young readers will follow along as Jack presents the origin of woolen 
products, starting with raising the sheep that grows wool and ending 
with knitting the yarn, in this charming, narrative nonfiction book.

Author: Margo Linn 
Illustrator: Brian Fitzgerald

Category: Narrative Non-Fiction
Ages: 4-8 years
#  of Pages: 28
Trim Size: 7 x 10.5 inches
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The Bee Box That Jack 
Built

This story follows a family as it maintains a handcrafted bee box in their 
yard and uses the products that come from it. Each family member 
does his or her part: the dad is the amateur beekeeper, the mom makes 
candles using the beeswax from bee box, and the grandma sweetens 
the children?s breakfast yogurt with honey.

Author: Margo Linn 
Illustrator: Brian Fitzgerald

Category: Narrative Non-Fiction
Ages: 4-8 years
#  of Pages: 28
Trim Size: 7 x 10.5 inches
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Doors have bells. Wishes have wells.

Summers have bicycles. Winters have icicles.

This whimsical book pairs experiences and objects in a child?s        
world using rhyming couplets. The poetic text features unlikely 
groupings, encouraging kids to compare and contrast aspects            
of the world around them in new ways.

Kids will delight in the poetic wordplay and child-like illustrations       
that juxtapose everyday objects and experiences in fresh pairings.

Kids Have Bikes.
Feet Have Hikes.
Author: Harriet Ziefert
Illustrator: Tim Palin

Category: Word Play, Concepts
Ages: 4-8 years
#  of Pages: 36
Trim Size: 7.5 x 8.5 inches
Rights Sold: Digital
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Novelty
2021 Fall 

Which Is Which? Series
- Big Beasts
- Creatures
- Feathery and Furry Friends

Vehicles Series
- Big Wheels
- Big Machines
- Emergency!

- Let?s Learn Letters
- Counting by Fives: 5, 10, 15, 20
- Shapes All Around
- 10 Noisy Trucks
- More or Less
- What Boat?
- Holes Inside
- Holes Outside
- What Color Is Your Apple?
- Wow! A Building Goes Up!
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Big Beasts: Which is Which?

Hippos and rhinos are both big and gray. So which is which? The hippo 
spends most of its time in the water and has no horns. The rhino likes     
dry land and has one or two horns.

Animals are cleverly paired in this fresh take on the concept book.        
While many animal duos have similarities and are often mistaken for    
each another, the books in this series explain their main differences in 
spare, accessible text for the youngest of nonfiction readers.  

 Illustrator: Ryan Kelly

Category: Non-Fiction
Ages: 4-8 years
#  of Pages: 24
Trim Size: 8 x 8 inches
Special Features: Fold-out poster
Rights Sold: Digital
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Alligators and crocodiles are both big, toothy reptiles. So which is       
which? The alligator has a U-shaped snout and lives in freshwater.         
The crocodile has a V-shaped snout and lives in saltwater.

Animals are cleverly paired in this fresh take on the concept book.       
While many animal duos have similarities and are often mistaken for     
each another, the books in this series explain their main differences in 
spare, accessible text for the youngest of nonfiction readers. 

Creatures: Which is Which?

Illustrator: Ryan Kelly

Category: Non-Fiction
Ages: 4-8 years
#  of Pages: 24
Trim Size: 8 x 8 inches
Special Features: Fold-out poster
Rights Sold: Digital
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Feathery and Furry 
Friends: Which is Which?

Ducks and geese are both birds that like the water. So which is which?     
The duck has a longer bill and shorter legs. The goose has a longer      
neck and is bigger than the duck.

Animals are cleverly paired in this fresh take on the concept book.        
While many animal duos have similarities and are often mistaken for     
each another, the books in this series explain their main differences in 
spare, accessible text for the youngest of nonfiction readers.  

Illustrator: Ryan Kelly

Category: Non-Fiction
Ages: 4-8 years
#  of Pages: 24
Trim Size: 8 x 8 inches
Special Features: Fold-out poster
Rights Sold: Digital
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Young readers will delight in the transformation of vehicles that transport 
goods or people with every turn of a page. Watch as an empty auto 
transport vehicle is transformed into a fully-loaded truck carrying cars 
galore! Kids can compare a garbage truck with a recycling truck in this 
innovative take on the ?things that go?concept book. 

Vehicle-obsessed young readers will love this interactive concept book    
that invites them to transform one ?thing that goes? into a different one! 
Gatefolds add new vehicle components as they are opened. 

Big Wheels
Illustrator: Archie Spree

Category: Non-Fiction
Ages: 3-7 years
#  of Pages: 32
Trim Size: 8 x 8 inches
Special Features: Fold-out pages
Rights Sold: Digital
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Big Machines

Young readers will delight in the transformation of one big construction 
vehicle after another with every turn of a page. Watch as an empty        
dump truck becomes a dump truck filled with dirt and gravel by a    
backhoe. Kids can compare a wheel loader with a track loader in this 
innovative ?things that go? concept book. 

Vehicles included are flatbed truck, backhoe, concrete mixer, dump truck, 
crane truck, tractor, baler, loader, bulldozer, paver, roller, woodchipper, 
bucket truck, and excavator.

Author: Ryan Kelly
Illustrator: Archie Spree

Category: Non-Fiction
Ages: 3-7 years
#  of Pages: 32
Trim Size: 8 x 8 inches
Special Features: Fold-out pages
Rights Sold: Digital

WITH
FOLD OUT  PAGES
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What could be more fun than a fire truck? Why, a fire truck with its      
ladder extended, with firefighters in action! Young readers will delight        
in the transformation of one emergency vehicle after another with every 
opening of the gatefolds in this book. Vehicles included are: fire engine, 
ambulance, police car, fire ladder truck, police motorcycle, tow truck, 
medical helicopter, and bucket truck.

Vehicle-obsessed young readers will love this interactive concept book     
that invites them to transform a variety of emergency vehicles with each   
turn of the page. Gatefolds add new components as they are opened.

Emergency!

 Illustrator: Archie Spree

Category: Non-Fiction
Ages: 3-7 years
#  of Pages: 32
Trim Size: 8 x 8 inches
Special Features: Fold-out pages
Rights Sold: Digital

WITH
FOLD OUT  PAGES
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Let's Learn Letters

Animals, objects, and people in SAMi?s signature style reinforce each     
letter in this fresh take on the alphabet concept book. The right-hand    
page of each spread introduces a new letter with a bold, bright    
illustration. The left-hand page adds that letter and image to a       
cumulative sequence of all letters in the alphabet.

An added game element will delight young readers: each alphabet 
sequence is missing one or more images above the letters. Kids are    
asked, ?What goes here?? and they are invited to remember what      
image goes with that letter.

This title takes the standard alphabet concept book to a whole new       
level! Kids will learn their letters and participate in a fun memory game      
at the same time.

Illustrator: SAMi

Category: Non-Fiction
Ages: 3-7 years
#  of Pages: 56
Trim Size: 8 x 8 inches
Rights Sold: Digital
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Quintets of fish, airplanes, and robots in SAMi?s signature style         
reinforce   the concept of counting by fives. This book introduces              
an advanced counting skill in an easy-to-follow, interactive format.

This title takes the standard counting concept book to a whole new        
level! Kids will learn to count by fives from 5 to 100 in a fun,           
innovative format.

SAMi?s style is striking: The art in this book is particularly suited for    
learning the skill of counting by fives. SAMi?s award-winning style is       
bold and crisp, and perfectly illustrates increasingly large groups of   
familiar, kid-friendly things.

Counting by Fives

Illustrator: SAMi

Category: Non-Fiction
Ages: 5-8 years
#  of Pages: 32
Trim Size: 8 x 8 inches
Rights Sold: Digital
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This box-like shape has a very short name.

It?s a cube ?  with all six sides exactly the same. 

This book introduces kids to a dozen shapes, including both the 
two-dimensional shapes found in most standard shape concept    
books, and three-dimensional shapes that seldom appear in books    
for young children. Rhyming couplets add a lyrical element and 
reinforce the concepts.

This title takes the standard shape concept book to a whole new level! 
Kids will learn not only standard ?flat? shapes like circle, square, and 
triangle, but also 3D shapes like sphere, cube, and cone.

Shapes All Around

Illustrator: SAMi

Category: Non-Fiction
Ages: 3-7 years
#  of Pages: 56
Trim Size: 8 x 8 inches
Rights Sold: Digital
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A parade of trucks is ready to pick up and deliver many different loads. 
Kids will follow along as one purple truck carries bread, two blue trucks 
carry eggs, and so on, until all the trucks are empty and ready to return   
to the garage after a very busy day! Young children are sure to ask for 
multiple readings of this multi-concept book, which introduces colors, 
numbers, counting, and rhyme, all in one fun, perfect-for-pre-K package.

Colorful trucks pick up and deliver a variety of familiar foods in this 
delightful concept book with lilting, rhymed couplets. Kids will be having 
so much fun following the trucks? adventures that they won?t realize 
they?ve been learning colors and numbers along the way!

10 Noisy Trucks

Illustrator: SAMi 

Category: Preschool Concepts
Ages: 3-6 years
#  of Pages: 28
Trim Size: 8 x 8 inches
Rights Sold: Digital
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More or Less: 
Beginning Math Concepts

Young children encounter numbers and counting throughout their    
day: at preschool, on television, and in traditional concept books.    
This book, however, introduces kids to the next level of vocabulary 
needed to quantify and compare. See those three mice there? They   
are a trio! There are five birds flying over the mice, so there are     
fewer mice than birds.

This innovative concept book introduces kids to comparative words 
such as many, more, most and few, fewer, fewest, as well as quantity 
words such as duo, dozen, half dozen, and trio.

Illustrator: SAMi

Category: Non-Fiction
Ages: 4-7 years
#  of Pages: 40
Trim Size: 6 x 8 inches
Rights Sold: Digital
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What Boat?

I push or pull bigger boats. Sometimes I use a tow line.

What boat am I?

All hands on decks? and pages! With a ship-shape format that 
provides a perfect way for young kids to explore this subject         
matter, simple clues are given and six kinds of boats emerge to         
fill the  resulting pages, culminating in a striking rock-the-pages    
harbor scene. Featured boats include sailboat, tugboat, ocean liner, 
rowboat, ferry, houseboat, and barge.

This interactive book features boats that float, sail, tug, house, and 
transport, all in a hands-on guessing game.

Illustrator: Tom Slaughter

Category: Non-Fiction
Ages: 3-6 years
#  of Pages: 40
Trim Size: 8 x 8 inches
Rights Sold: Digital
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Holes for red laces, that tighten a shoe.

Holes you can sit in, or even crawl through!

This book combines the ideas of holes and inside/outside in an 
innovative concept series that will captivate young readers.         
Rhythmic text invites kids to explore the interiors of their homes.        
The book serves as a springboard for conversation between 
parents/ teachers and kids as they talk about the many kinds and 
functions of holes.

Critical thinking was never this much fun! This concept book    
juxtaposes the ideas of holes and inside/outside to create an    
interactive exploration of a child?s environment.

Holes Inside
Author: Margo Linn
Illustrator: Brian Fitzgerald

Category: Non-Fiction
Ages: 3-7 years
#  of Pages: 32
Trim Size: 8 x 8 inches
Special Features: Gatefolds, diecuts
Rights Sold: Digital
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Little holes for planting seeds?  

Bigger holes from pulling weeds!

This book combines the ideas of holes and inside/outside in an 
innovative concept series that will captivate young readers.        
Rhythmic text invites kids to explore their yard and neighborhood.      
The book serves as a springboard for conversation between 
parents/ teachers and kids as they talk about the many kinds and 
functions of holes.

Critical thinking was never this much fun! This concept book   
juxtaposes the ideas of holes and inside/outside to create an    
interactive exploration of a child?s environment.

Holes Outside
Author: Margo Linn
Illustrator: Brian Fitzgerald

Category: Non-Fiction
Ages: 3-7 years
#  of Pages: 32
Trim Size: 8 x 8 inches
Special Features: Gatefolds, diecuts
Rights Sold: Digital
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Green banana? not ripe or mellow, 

But yummy when red, or yellow!

This fun book introduces young children to colors, foods, and     
rhyme, all at the same time! Unlike other food concept books,             
it shows the full range of colors various foods come in. For instance, 
potatoes are shown in gold, purple, and red varieties in addition         
to the more common brown type. Rhyming couplets reinforce the 
healthy message behind this innovative title.

Food comes in all the hues of the rainbow, and this concept book 
shows kids just how colorful the things they eat can be!

What Color is Your 
Apple?
Author: Alicia Duran
Illustrator: Tim Palin

Category: Preschool Concepts
Ages: 3-6 years
#  of Pages: 48
Trim Size: 7 x 9 inches
Special Features: Die-cuts
Rights Sold: Digital
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Wow! A Building Goes Up! 

Construction sites have long fascinated young children, and this book  
takes a deep dive into the construction of a building. Young readers         
will follow along as construction workers build a building, one step at        
a time. From the pouring of the foundation to the installation of wiring, 
plumbing, floors, and walls, each turn of a page adds an element to       
the growing building. Fold-outs add details to each of the eight steps        
in the construction process: 1) dig, 2) pour, 3) frame, 4) install, 5) protect, 
6) finish, 7) paint,  8) clean up and plant.

Construction-obsessed young readers will love this 
interactive concept book that shows the step-by-step 
building of a building. Each turn of the page adds new 
elements and details to each step.

Illustrator: Archie Spree

Category: Non-Fiction
Ages: 3-7 years
#  of Pages: 28
Trim Size: 8 x 8 inches
Special Features: Fold-out pages
Rights Sold: Digital
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Preschool
2021 Fall 

- Who?s Awake? Who?s Asleep?
- What Color Is a Dinosaur?
- When Will You Sleep?
- Good Morning, Toucan
- Is This the Bus for Us?
- My Little Friend
- Kitty?s Christmas Song
- No, No, Kitty!
- Bunny Starts the Day!
- Here Comes the Airplane
- Do You Have a Tail?
- Animals Don?t Wear Diapers
- Shopping With Daddy
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Who's Awake? 
Who's Asleep?

Moon?s out, little fox. Your fur is so red. 

You prowl all night while we are in bed.

Illustrator: SAMi

Category: Preschool Concepts
Ages: 3-6 years
#  of Pages: 32
Trim Size: 10.5 x 7 inches
Rights Sold: Digital

This book shows young readers which animals sleep during the       
night, like us, and which animals sleep during the day. With every     
turn of the page, kids see a new animal in its habitat, either asleep     
or awake. SAMi?s bold artwork pairs beautifully with the lyrical text     
to illustrate the concepts.

The concept of nocturnal and diurnal animals is at the heart of this    
fun, interactive book. Rhyming couplets introduce sleeping and       
active animals at night and during the day.
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Scientists know a lot about dinosaurs from studying their fossils, but 
they don?t know what color dinosaurs were. This board book 
encourages kids to use their imagination and think about all the 
amazing colors dinosaurs might have been. Dinosaurs featured    
include Tyrannosaurus Rex, Velociraptor, Brontosaurus, Stegosaurus, 
and Triceratops.

What Color is a 
Dinosaur?
Illustrator: Tim Palin

Category: Preschool Concepts
Ages: 3-6 years
#  of Pages: 36
Trim Size: 6 x 8 inches
Rights Sold: Digital

What color is a Tyrannosaurus Rex?

Egg yolk yellow? Pine green? Burnt orange? Ocean blue?

You choose!
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Owl whoo-whoos his way through the forest as the moon rises, 
greeting one animal after another. Each turn of a page reveals     
a new friend hidden behind a tree, or among some reeds, or    
atop lily pads on a pond. Owl asks each animal when it sleeps, 
and each responds with a different answer. The final two spreads 
contain fun facts about diurnal, nocturnal, and crepuscular 
animals, and interactive questions to spur conversation between 
young children and their grown-ups.

When Will You 
Sleep?
Illustrator: Tim Palin

Category: Preschool Concepts
Ages: 3-6 years
#  of Pages: 28
Trim Size: 6 x 8 inches
Rights Sold: Digital
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Little Toucan caw-caws his way through the rainforest as the sun  
comes up, greeting one animal after another. Each turn of a page 
reveals a new friend hidden under a leaf, or up in a tree, or under    
the water. Each responds to Little Toucan in turn, saying ?Good 
morning, Toucan!? The final two spreads contain fun facts about 
rainforests and interactive questions to spur conversation between 
young children and their grown-ups.

This charming book with bold, bright illustrations is a great way for 
little ones to welcome a new day! Kids will follow Little Toucan through 
the rainforest, saying good morning to its many colorful denizens.

Good Morning, 
Toucan
Illustrator: Tim Palin

Category: Preschool Concepts
Ages: 3-6 years
#  of Pages: 28
Trim Size: 6 x 8 inches
Rights Sold: Digital
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Gus and his family are waiting for the bus, but each one that       
passes just isn?t the bus for them. First, a bus filled with cows,      
sheep, and pigs goes by, bound for the farm. Next, a bus jam-  
packed with fish, sharks, and octopuses passes, on its way to the 
aquarium. Will a bus for people ever come by?

Kids will hoot and holler with delight as one bus after another,      
filled with assortments of animals and sea creatures, passes Gus    
and his family in this comical and charming story..

Is This the Bus     
for Us?
Author: Harriet Ziefert
Illustrator: Richard Brown

Category: Preschool Concepts
Ages: 3-6 years
#  of Pages: 36
Trim Size: 8 x 8 inches
Rights Sold: Digital
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My Little Friend

Author: Harriet Ziefert 
Illustrator: Tim Palin 

Category: Fiction
Ages: 3-6 years
#  of Pages: 36
Trim Size: 8 x 10 inches
Rights Sold: Digital

Because I have a little friend,
I?m not afraid of the dark. Or the doctor.

Or tunnels. Or bridges.

In this charming tale, an adorable young elephant lists all the ways    
Ellie, her stuffed animal, enriches her life? from keeping her company,   
to helping her use her imagination, to giving her courage in the dark. 
The die-hard affection for a ?lovey? will be a familiar emotion to all 
young readers, who will be inspired to share with their grownups what 
their little friend means to them.

This picture book is a love letter to a child?s favorite stuffed animal.         
In it, a young elephant extols the virtues of her ?little friend,? who 
accompanies her throughout her day? and night. 
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At Christmastime, Nicky just can't decide what to give his mother.   
After asking a dog, a bear, a horse, a pig, a sheep, and some birds 
for gift-giving advice, he decides to give his mom EVERYTHING 
suggested, including the worm!

Nicky, a small kitten, seeks advice on what to give his Mom for 
Christmas, settling on a shower of presents, in this lovely seasonal 
book.

Author: Harriet Ziefert
Illustrator: Richard Brown

Category: Preschool Concepts
Ages: 2-5 years
#  of Pages: 36
Trim Size: 8 x 8 inches
Rights Sold: Digital

Kitty's Christmas  
Song
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Nicky is a young cat who is curious and gets into everything! 
Fortunately, his mother is always there to make sure Nicky stays     
safe. With firm but loving words, Mom gently directs Nicky away    
from danger and toward better alternatives. Young readers will 
identify with Nicky as he navigates the balance between adventure 
and safety.

Nicky the cat learns what is safe and what is not in this charming 
book that will appeal to toddlers who are always being told ?No!?     
by grown-ups.

No, No, Kitty!

Author: Harriet Ziefert
Illustrator: Richard Brown

Category: Preschool Concepts
Ages: 2-5 years
#  of Pages: 32
Trim Size: 8 x 8 inches
Rights Sold: Digital
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Join Bunny in everyday activities that very young children will 
recognize immediately. Kids will delight in following along as        
Bunny gets ready for his day. Simple text and cuddly illustrations 
encourage kids to participate in the reading process and turn the 
pages themselves.

Young children will identify with Bunny as he goes about his      
morning routine: waking up, greeting his family, washing up, and 
having breakfast.

Author: Harriet Ziefert
Illustrator: Lisa Campbell Ernst

Category: Preschool Concepts
Ages: 2-4 years
#  of Pages: 28
Trim Size: 7 x 9 inches
Rights Sold: Digital

Bunny Starts the Day! 
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For breakfast, lunch or any munch-time, the ?here comes the 
airplane? classic baby-feeding tactic gets added mileage in this     
book for the youngest of children.

Parents and kids will delight in mealtime play with this board book 
featuring baby animals who ?open wide? to receive their own 
spoonfuls of healthy baby food.

Open wide for mealtime happy landings! This board book features 
five baby animals being fed five yummy foods with an airplane- 
shaped spoon, modeling healthy eating habits for babies.

Here Comes the 
Airplane

Author: Harriet Ziefert
Illustrator: SAMi

Category: Baby Concepts
Ages: 0-3 years
#  of Pages: 20
Trim Size: 7 x 7 inches
Special Features: optional die-cuts
Rights Sold: Digital
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This two-part, interactive board book first poses questions to a     
variety of animals and then asks the young reader the same    
questions. The repetitive question-and-answer format makes for         
a unique reading experience for preschoolers.

In Part 1, kids explore which body parts they have in common         
with the featured animals (eyes, nose, and mouth, for instance)         
and which parts they don't share with the animals (whiskers, a tail).

In Part 2, kids discover that humans can express happiness in ways 
that animals don?t. As they read this book together, parents and 
children will laugh, sing, throw kisses, shout, and? smile!

This bright concept board book invites kids to identify similarities     
and differences between animals and themselves in an engaging, 
interactive format.

Author: Harriet Ziefert
Illustrator: Simms Taback 

Category: Preschool Concepts
Ages: 0-3 years
#  of Pages: 32
Trim Size: 7.5 x 7.5 inches
Rights Sold: Digital

Do You Have a Tail?
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This two-part, interactive board book first poses questions to a variety 
of animals and then asks the young reader the same questions. The 
repetitive question-and-answer format makes for a unique reading 
experience for preschoolers.

In Part 1, one animal after another is asked if it wears diapers. With 
every turn of the page, the animal answers in the negative and says 
where it poops.

In Part 2, animals are asked if they moo. Each answers ?no? in turn 
and says what sound it actually makes.

This bright concept board book invites kids to identify similarities and 
differences between animals and themselves in an engaging, 
question-and-answer format.

Animals Don't 
Wear Diapers
Author: Harriet Ziefert
Illustrator: Tanya Roitman 

Category: Preschool Concepts
Ages: 0-3 years
#  of Pages: 32
Trim Size: 7.5 x 5.5 inches
Rights Sold: Digital
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Author: Harriet Ziefert
Illustrator: Travis Foster 

Category: Preschool Concepts
Ages: 2-5 years
#  of Pages: 32
Trim Size: 6.8 x 10.3 inches
Rights Sold: Digital

Shopping With Daddy

In this charming family tale, Mike goes shopping with his father      
and sister. The kids get haircuts, go to the shoe store, get balloons, 
and eat ice cream. And through it all, Pam copies everything that    
Mike does. Despite his annoyance, Mike comes to understand how 
much Pam looks up to her big brother.

Shopping with Daddy perfectly captures the push-and-pull of sibling 
and family dynamics in the relatable outing of a trip to the mall. Big 
brother and little sister get on each other?s nerves but ultimately have 
a great time.
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Activity /  Interact ive
2021 Fall 

- Does a Pig Flush?
- Does a Lion Brush?
- My Very First Activity Book
- Draw and Learn: Animals and Places
- I Can Doodle Rhymes
- I Can Doodle Dots
- Oops-a-Doodle
- Kids Have Bikes...Feet Have Hikes 

Activity and Coloring Book 
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With a friendly and funny question-and-answer format that compares 
people and animals, this book provides the perfect vehicle for introducing 
children to experiences they all encounter as they grow and develop.

In Does a Pig Flush?, kids are asked whether various animals use a toilet. 
With every turn of the page, the answer in the negative is given, with 
information on where each animal poops. A great potty-training 
companion, the book then explores humans? use of toilets. Kids will     
delight in pushing a button that makes a flushing sound!

This bright concept board book with a sound chip invites kids to explore 
differences between how animals and humans pee and poop in an 
engaging, interactive format.

Author: Harriet Ziefert
Illustrator: Emily Bolam 

Category: Preschool Concepts
Ages: 2-5 years
#  of Pages: 20
Trim Size: 7 x 7 inches
Special Features: Sound chip
Rights Sold: Digital

Does a Pig Flush?

Does a pig flush?
Don?t be silly! A pig doesn?t flush.

A pig poops in a pen.
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With a friendly and funny question-and-answer format that compares 
people and animals, this book provides the perfect vehicle for introducing 
children to experiences they all encounter as they grow and develop.

In Does a Lion Brush?, kids are asked whether various animals brush     
their teeth. With every turn of the page, the answer in the negative is    
given, with information on why animals don?t use toothbrushes. The     
book then explores human oral hygiene. Kids will delight in pushing a 
button that makes a brushing sound!

This bright concept board book with a sound chip invites kids to explore 
differences between how animals and humans pee and poop in an 
engaging, interactive format.

Does a Lion Brush?

Author: Harriet Ziefert
Illustrator: Emily Bolam 

Category: Preschool Concepts
Ages: 2-5 years
#  of Pages: 20
Trim Size: 7 x 7 inches
Special Features: Sound chip
Rights Sold: Digital

Does a lion brush its teeth?
Oh, no! Lions don?t brush their teeth!

Lions clean their teeth by chewing and gnawing.
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Kids? creative engines will be firing on all cylinders as they are 
entertained by this dynamic coloring book featuring the art of the     
man who illustrated the first McDonald?s Happy Meal package?  
Simms Taback. A Caldecott winner, Taback?s art has always been         
a hit with high-end consumers, critics, and the Mc-mainstream. Even 
his renderings of drums and dump trucks pulse with personality!

This first activity book for preschoolers and kindergarteners offers 
coloring, counting, and concepts? Simms-style!

My Very First Activity 
Book
Illustrator: Simms Taback

Category: Activity Book
Ages: 3-6 years
#  of Pages: 64
Trim Size: 8.5 x 11 inches
Rights Sold: Digital
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Draw and Learn:
Animals and Places

Illustrator: Tanya Roitman

Category: Activity Book
Ages: 3-6 years
#  of Pages: 192
Trim Size: 8.5 x 11 inches

Just learned to hold a crayon or pencil? You can draw! This 
innovative activity book helps toddlers to kindergarteners develop a 
gradual and natural grasp of details, shapes, colors, and scale. At 
first, kids might only draw a circle for ta face, not adding eyes, 
nose, or mouth. But in time, they will fill in the different features, 
from eyelashes to teeth, from curly hair to whiskers. A bare square 
for a house will later get a door, some windows, etc. 

Far more than the usual coloring book, this bright, engaging activity 
book offers creative, imaginative play for first-time artists.
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Can you doodle a poodle? A duck on a truck? or a fox in a box?   
with socks?! A clever combo of zany drawing lessons and rhyme 
reinforcement distinguishes this innovative activity book.

Up-and-coming illustrator Travis Foster's simple, cartoon-style 
drawings serve as great models for budding artists. Kids will gain       
a real sense of accomplishment, whether they imitate drawings,         
or make their own doodles. While comical, accessible illustrations    
ensure fun, stress-free doodling, the pictures also help pre-readers 
pick up the rhymes. Can you doodle? You bet your boodle!

I Can Doodle Rhymes

Illustrator: Travis Foster

Category: Activity Book
Ages: 4-7 years
#  of Pages: 96
Trim Size: 8.5 x 11 inches
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Travis Foster's simple, cartoon-style drawings serve as great models 
for budding artists. Kids will gain a real sense of accomplishment 
whether they imitate the drawings or make their own unique doodles.

Each page offers a complete image along with others for kids to finish 
or add to. A clever combo of fun drawing activities and learning skills 
reinforcement distinguish this innovative activity book.

I Can Doodle Dots

Illustrator: Travis Foster 

Category: Activity Book
Ages: 4-7 years
#  of Pages: 56
Trim Size: 8.5 x 11 inches
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When kids are creating art, they are often either afraid of making      
a mistake, or they make lots of them and think they?re bad at art.    
This activity book frees kids from both concerns by turning an     
?oops? into an artistic OOP-portunity!

Portable, durable, and easy to follow, this activity book entertains, 
strengthens self-expression and fosters important learning 
connections.

?Oops! I made a mistake!? That's great? turn a mess into a 
mess-terpiece with this unique activity book.

Oops-a-Doodle

Illustrator: Seb Braun 

Category: Activity Book
Ages: 6-9 years
#  of Pages: 56
Trim Size: 8.5 x 11 inches
Rights Sold: Digital
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Doors have bells. Wishes have wells. 

Summers have bicycles. Winters have icicles.

This whimsical book pairs experiences and objects in a child?s 
world using rhyming couplets. The poetic text features unlikely 
groupings, encouraging kids to compare and contrast aspects    
of the world around them in new ways.

This is a paperback edition of the hardcover book and includes 
activity pages. Children are invited to complete rhymes by filling 
in the blank and then color the black-and-white drawings that 
accompany each rhyme. Kids even get to illustrate the last eight 
pages of the book themselves!

Kids Have Bikes, Feet Have Hikes 
Activity and Coloring Book

Author: Harriet Ziefert
Illustrator: Tim Palin 

Category: Activity Book
Ages: 4-8 years
#  of Pages: 68
Trim Size: 8.5 x 11 inches
Rights Sold: Digital
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Contact Us

For rights inquiries please contact: 

The Rights Solution: 

Aby Mann: aby@therightssolution.co.uk 

Asia, Middle East, Spain, Portugal and South America 

Rachel Pidcock: rachel@therightssolution.co.uk 

France, Germany, Netherlands, Scandinavia, 
Eastern Europe 

Gwen Bennett: gwen@therightssolution.co.uk 

North America, ANZ, Italy, Greece, Turkey, South Africa 
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